Operations Processes Improvement Internship

Position: Operations Intern
Employment: 100%
Place: CompPair Technologies SA, Lausanne, Switzerland
Starting Date: January/February 2022 (6-month position)

Overview:

CompPair Technologies Ltd. is an innovative Swiss company developing materials able to repair themselves. Made with CompPair’s composite materials products, structures can heal themselves on site in just a few minutes. We help our clients build better products, that last longer, and produce less waste.

The Intern will integrate fully the operation team. He will have the opportunity to consolidate all the processes already in place within supply, logistic, quality and production activities. He/ She will also contribute to the day-to-day activities of the team. Work will be realized closely with operation team Lead.

Tasks and Contributions:

• Review processes: Logistics, Stock management, Quality, and Production
• Propose improvement: documentation, visual management...
• Implement new processes
• Participate to the day-to-day operation activity
• Review supply chain and search / qualify new sources

Competences and personal skills:

• Organized, structured, committed, hand on and pragmatic
• Master’s in engineering with minor in logistics, quality, production or similar
• ERP fundamentals knowledge
• Initiative to create and improve processes
• Good communication skills in French and English
• Willingness to learn and drive their own activities

We are offering a great opportunity to join and support a Swiss high-tech company from its early stage to an international level! The new team member will have an innovative and varied work, in a small, dynamic, and flexible company with a multidisciplinary work environment.

You think you have the right profile, and you want to join us on this impactful journey? Apply here or visit www.comppair.ch/careers/ for more information.